Abstract: This study focuses on the stock market impact of Japanese corporate decisions to adopt pension plans. Implementing corporate pension plans in Japan is complicated because they are heavily regulated by the government, and the traditional lump-sum-only severance benefit plan already exists, requiring interfacing the newly adopted plans with the existing ones. Using the GARCH estimation method, the market model applied in this paper for the relatively long period 1975-1995 yields evidence that suggests that the stock market responds to some of the more specific characteristics of adopted plans. Alternative specifications of the pension "event" also suggest that relatively little of the market impact comes from public announcement about pension adoption occasioned by the release of the firm's financial statement.
INTRODUCTION

JAPANESE CORPORATE PENSION PLANS AND THEIR INCENTIVES
The Japanese pension system is fairly complex, so we briefly describe the major plans covering private sector employment. In the meantime, revisions of the Japanese social security system made in 1965 resulted in an alternative corporate pension called kosei nenkin kikin (employee pension funds, or kosei plan for short). The initiatives in this case were taken by the Ministry of Health and Welfare, which became increasingly concerned about the financial health of the national social security system that it administers. The new legislation was designed to shift the administration (tax collection, management of collected funds, and benefit payouts for eligible employees) of a portion of the earnings-linked old-age public pension in the social security system to individual kosei plans that are set up by participating corporations. Hence, the kosei plan administers both this portion of social security benefits and the more substantial private pension portion. In return for the partial absorption of the public pension, the participating corporation receives a tax rebate. However, once set up, portfolio management of the plan is by an independent contractor subject to the same rules as the tekikaku plan, and the firm's premium contributions to the plan are also fully tax-deductible. Because of the legal restriction that the qualifying plan must enroll at least 500 employees, however, the kosei plan is limited to larger firms. 8 There were 1,878 kosei plans as of 1995, covering 12.1 million employees.
The primary corporate incentives for adopting either the tekikaku or kosei plan are the more favorable tax treatment that they both receive over the hikiate plan. 9 The adoption of either of these new plans may therefore contain useful information to the stock market: the firm expects to maintain at least sufficient earnings in the future, against which all premium contributions can be applied as an expense with resultant tax savings.
THREE FORMS OF TRANSFER FROM THE HIKIATE PLAN
Retiring employees are typically given the option of receiving retirement benefits either in a lump sum, or as pension income for a predetermined period, or in some combination of lump-sum payments and pension income. The period over which pension income is paid after retirement varies in tekikaku plans and is an option given to the employees, but it is by law for life in kosei plans. However, the transfer from the hikiate plan, which virtually all listed firms carried at least initially, to either tekikaku or kosei plans can take one of three different routes.
In zenmen ikou (zenmen transfer for short), the hikiate plan is completely dissolved and replaced by the newly adopted plan, which assumes the liabilities to pay The third option is teinen ikou ("transfer of retirement benefits," or teinen transfer for short), under which the existing hikiate plan is retained, and the new plan is set up to provide for the payment of only the retirement benefits that include both pension and non-pension benefits. The limit on tax credits allowed in the hikiate plan is pro-rated by law to the non-retirement severance payments. 11 Therefore, corporations electing teinen transfer are able to claim the same amount of tax deductions for maintaining the hikiate plan as before the transfer, because the transfer does not affect the non-retirement severance indemnity that is used for computing the deductibility limit. Premium contributions to the new plan, in the meantime, are fully tax-deductible.
Consequently, this redundancy in tax shelter generally gives the teinen option the largest tax advantage among the three options. 12 In addition, since the new plan using this option covers only the retirement benefits, the required premium payments are less than the zenmen option. 13 However, all non-retirement accumulated severance benefits must be paid in a lump sum as before. Table 1 summarizes the three forms of transfer available among the tekikaku and kosei plans with respect to the tax merit and the cash burden on the firm.
[ Table 1 Consistent with the maintained hypothesis as stated in the introductory section, the empirical issues to be investigated can be summarized by the following null hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1 (null):
The timing of pension adoption decisions has no effect on the stock market.
Hypothesis 2 (null):
The stock market is indifferent among the three forms of the plan's transfer options.
THE ESTIMATION METHOD
We estimate the stock market impact of pension decisions using monthly prediction errors from the market model. The model assumes that the individual share price reflects all available information, including the market-wide information that affects the entire stock market. Hence, we must separate the impact of firm-specific information such as pension adoption from the market-wide informational impact in arriving at our estimate of abnormal returns. We estimate these returns for each company on a monthly basis, beginning at the thirty-fifth month (t = -35) prior to the event month through the eleventh month following the event (t = +11). The choice of this relatively long "window" is motivated by the time frame of the Japanese corporate pension decision process.
For the specification of the event month, we use the following three alternatives.
Event "A": the month in which the new pension plan is formerly adopted (implemented). [ Table 2 near here]
[ Table 3 near here]
The data used for this study are from Nihon Shoken Keizai Kenkyusho (Japan Securities Resource Institute), generally recognized to be the best source on stock prices, dividend payments, issuance of new shares, new listings, de-listing, and other changes in the listed companies. suggesting that the market does react favorably to information regarding the pension adoption over the relatively long period. The cumulative abnormal returns are statistically significant every month at the 1% level from t= -25 forward (to t= +11) in the adoption event, and from t= -24 forward in both the contract and public announcement events. The positive and statistically significant cumulative effect that remains several months beyond the event month suggests that the information's impact is substantial.
THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS
[ Table 4 [ Table 5 
